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Civil War Era freight cars
Rich Pitter

presented to the First Division, PNR, NMRA

Part 1: Motive
The Willamette Cascade Model RR Club of Eugene-Springfield was invited to participate in the inaugural Buster Keaton Days in Cottage Grove, OR.
The celebration marked the 90th anniversary of filming “The General.”
I thought it would be interesting to have some Civil War era trains.

Part 2: Historical Research
I surfed the web for Civil War train cars.
I consulted my copy of The American Railroad Freight Car, from the Wood-Car Era to the Coming of Steel, by John H. White, Jr., Director of the Railroad Hall in the Smithsonian Museum of History and Technology, and a preeminent expert in the subject.
I received a map of Confederate railroads from Alan Ashton (Fifth Division, PNR, NMRA).
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Invention of Combination Cars. Regular doors for most goods, plus doors with iron rods for livestock and dairy.

Years later, cars still in service, with added stirrup steps, newer trucks, and perhaps truss rods.

Several of us built some simple freight cars—flat cars and boxcars—for operation during Buster Keaton Days
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Map of Confederate Railroads

The “General” starts on the Western & Atlantic. 

It was planned to disrupt Southern communications through Tennessee and Virginia.

Part 3: Design

I prepared patterns using Corel Draw.

Scratch-Building Supplies

Scribed basswood sheathing for platform. Scale 4x12’s for side sills, 6x12’s for end sills.
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Commercial castings for brake wheels, NBW’s, and stake pockets. NBW’s come in various sizes; about 4” scale washers look very good.

I tried styrene bolster castings at first. Styrene sheathing for boxcar sides

Arched styrene or kraft paper for arched roofing. Dry transfers for letters and numbering.
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Couplers, pockets, and 2-56 screws.
Arch Bar Trucks.

24-ft long flatcars were built- side sills, end sills and platform. Brass strips, 1” x 1/32” were cut for weight on underside of platform.

I built basswood bolsters (not great) and added supports for coupler pockets. Jim & Elaine Crueger made styrene center sills for truck mounting.   Also, note their added weights on underside.  They used smaller couplers, too.
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28-ft “gondola” for hauling gravel or dirt. 24-ft long barrel gondola.

24-ft long flatcar with load of crates. 24-ft long flatcar with 10 tons of railroad iron.

Stacks of railroad crossties.

Building Boxcars

Boxcars were just huts built atop the platforms.
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I built “undersiding of flatcar width from 0.060 styrene.  Siding was glued on to hang over the sides to the bottom of the sills. Jim & Elaine completed two arched roof boxcars.

I completed one boxcar, and have a few others to finish.
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The peaked roof car needs some TLC and a roof. The other arched roof car needs a roof and new lettering.

I soldered together brake wheel, staff, and support. Brake wheel assembly on boxcar.

Thank you.
For more Info, Contact:Rich pitter541-636-3833richpitter@aol.com


